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Mention Virtual Reality (VR) and mostly people imagine themselves wandering
through imaginary worlds, wearing odd-looking two-pound headsets and enjoying
what is essentially an entertainment experience. But make no mistake: VR and
other “extended reality” (XR) technologies are serious, practical applications among
professionals in the product development field.
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What are immersive-reality
technologies?
VR provides several key benefits—from design
innovations to manufacturing and productivity
improvements to enhanced customer experiences.

XR

EXTENDED REALITY

V R D R I V E S I N N O VAT I V E D E S I G N A N D
C O L L A B O R AT I O N

stakeholders can learn. “Everyone in the design world speaks
in sketches, but those sketches are in 2D,” he explains. “As
industrial designers, we sketch in a more emotional, expres-

3D CAD software packages are evolving to take advantage

sive way than the engineers do. If we can sketch in 3D,

of VR integration. And the input that users get from VR

there is literally no misunderstanding. What you see is what

technology isn’t limited to the visual. Through hand-held

you get. Everyone knows how to pick up a pencil and put it

pointing devices, designers can receive tactile or haptic

to paper. We wanted to translate that experience to 3D.”

An umbrella term that encompasses several
immersive technologies that extend our
sense of reality, by either blending virtual and
“real” worlds or by creating a fully immersive
experience.

highly useful in highlighting problem areas in a design. For
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tage of other experts’ knowledge to complete
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notes. His start-up, Gravity Sketch, seeks to improve

we tried to cut those steps down to one fluid stroke.”

feedback (touch or motion sensations), which can be

collaboration by substituting a “gestural” approach that all

AUGMENTED REALIT Y

VR

VIRTUAL REALIT Y
Immerses users in digital, synthetic environments, allowing designers to experience their
creations in distant or imagined settings. It
enables remote colleagues to collaborate as
if they were in the same location.

MR

MIXED REALITY
Enables engineers and designers to digitally
project real objects into virtual settings, or
virtual objects into the real world.
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CONNECTING PEOPLE THROUGH VR
Automotive and aerospace companies are among those pioneering VR initiatives. According to a 2019 CTA survey, 77%
of organizations are currently engaged in AR/VR initiatives,
ranging from wide use within organizations to projects in the
discovery or proof-of-concept (POC) phase.1
Many automotive companies now use VR in showrooms
for a more compelling interactive customer experience. For

VR also saves dealerships on floor space for display vehicles.

example, Tesla offers an immersive VR experience across its

For instance, a VR booth with a head-mounted display (HMD)

showroom network, giving customers virtual remote control

allows customers to take a virtual seat behind the wheel of

to choose car modifications and customizations.2

the car and walk around a virtual vehicle.
Various companies identified several key benefits driven by
VR implementations, including productivity improvements,
more effective employee training initiatives, and enhance-

“
The designer’s
biggest role
is to bring the
humanity that
makes the product
desirable to own.
”
BART MASSEE
Senior Manager and Creative Director for
Global Advanced Design & Strategy, HP

ments to customer experience. VR’s immersive qualities
allow scenario simulations that would otherwise be rare or
impossible, expensive, or dangerous.1
“The apps that drove the creation of the Internet and the
adoption of smart phone are based on connecting you with

52%

O F TH E CO M PAN I E S
EN GAG ED I N B ROAD RO LLO UT
O F XR A P P LI C ATI O N S
AR E I N TH E AUTO M OTIVE
& AEROS PAC E S EC TO R1

other people,” Charlie Fink says. “People are the ultimate app
for XR too. I’m not sure what the all day, everyday application
of smart glasses is, but it will have to do with connecting with
other people and being virtually present. There will be certain
calls you want to do on video, certain calls you want to do on
voice, and certain calls you want to do spatially.”
The COVID-19 crisis brought increased attention to the
problem of remote collaboration, and to the potential of XR/
VR to enhance cooperative design, notes Bart Massee, Senior
Manager and Creative Director for the Global Advanced
Design & Strategy team at HP in charge of print experience.
”Using VR to bring people together in a shared design space
is a huge opportunity that we’re working on,” he says.

Companies in the automotive/aerospace sector are
most likely to have a formal VR strategy in place,
regard XR initiatives as critical for their organization,1 and
consider XR to be one of their top strategic priorities.1

Massee believes computational design is changing the
landscape. “With algorithms deeply embedded in the design
process, you can now ask, ‘what is the right role for humans?’”
he muses. “Human designers breathe soul into matter. The
algorithms could produce okay products by themselves. The
designer’s biggest role is to bring the humanity that makes
the product desirable to own.”
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VR

AND THE FUTURE OF INDUSTRY
VR technology has quickly introduced a
vast change in the manufacturing industry. This trend will continue as high-tech
availability and competition increases,
leading to mass adoption of VR.

I N TH E WO R K FO RCE A N D B E YO N D
VR for manufacturing allows product development teams
to save on costs and time by simulating products prior to
manufacturing. For instance, while digitally developing
a helmet, a designer can stress test it in an actual flight
simulation without the need for a physical prototype. This
allows for early design optimization and detection of typical
failure points, reducing waste and production cycle time. Bart
Massee says. “If we can do half of that in VR, we can save

“
The technology is here now.
It’s really about the designers
who want to run with it.
”
S H AY S O S A N YA
Founder, Gravity Sketch

enough money to justify buying multiple Z by HP workstations with HP Reverb headsets.”
By combining VR with other emerging technologies such as
3D printing, Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence
(AI), VR will allow developers to visualize real-time data
insights from IoT devices and carry out repairs and maintenance work. These technologies can digitally transform the
way we work—advancing the output of the existing workforce
and accelerating production methods.3
The technology can take the place of 3D models, which
product design organizations typically source from high-end
model shops or generate themselves using machines that
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CO M PAN I E S WH O R E S P O N D ED TO TH E
2 01 9 C TA S U RV E Y E X P EC T V R TO G ROW I N
I M P O RTA N C E OV ER TH E N E X T T WO Y E A R S

VR experiences vary in
accessibility, cost, and
levels of immersion and
interactivity. Which is your
ideal VR experience?

1

LESS IMMERSIVE, MORE
AFFORDABLE
Exploring 360-degree simulations of static

represent an investment of hundreds of thousands of dollars.

space; requires no interaction or navigation.

“Real-life review of proportions—which may involve tolerances at the scale of 5 mm—are hugely time-consuming,”

designer who scanned his head into 3D design software,

2

brought it up in Gravity Sketch, and created a helmet,” he

Exporting 3D designs or content to gaming

Shay Sosanya sees the potential for VR to make possible
unheard of levels of product personalization. “We had a

S L I G H T LY M O R E I M M E R S I V E

recalls. “It had perfect ergonomic fit, defining the exact

engine software with a VR headset and

dimensions of the foam and the aerodynamic nature of

controller to navigate a virtual environment.

the helmet, all custom and tailor-made. That’s the future of
design, 3-D printing and virtual reality—being able to have

3

that level of detail and customization. The technology is here
now. It’s really about the designers who want to run with it.”

MOST IMMERSIVE AND

This new industrial revolution of XR, automation, and 3D
printing leads to an increasingly capable and intelligent

EXPENSIVE

workforce. Professional engineers in manufacturing and

Using VR to walk around and interact

construction will narrow their focus on analyzing and con-

with the environment, allowing designers

struction, while using computers to quickly develop options

and engineers to use VR tools to make

for solutions. This will create both new challenges and new

design changes; multiple users can interact

opportunities.

together and collaborate in real-time from

4

different locations.
Companies that do not implement VR technology will be at a
competitive disadvantage when it comes to not just acquir-

Charlie Fink suggests. The introduction of 5G telecom net-

projection systems will be aware of the technician’s location,

ing talent, but also effectively operating in a digital world.

works promises to increase both speed and data capacity,

so that the projection can rotate its perspective as the opera-

potentially eliminating the slight but noticeable signal lag

tor moves around the workspace.

(latency) that makes VR disorienting for some users.

W H AT ’ S N E X T ?

In the future, VR technology will enable greater interactivity
VR systems ultimately may eliminate certain physical or wear-

with virtual environments and better collaboration at lower

VR technology is evolving. Headsets need to get lighter and

able interfaces. Some interfaces such as virtual keyboards

costs. It has the potential to extend beyond visual and audio

more comfortable, and download speeds need to be faster,

can be projected onto surfaces as needed, and developing

experiences to include temperature, smell, and touch.
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I N V E S TM ENT TO G ROW
Expectations for the future vary across companies.
Three in four companies who responded to the 2019
Consumer Technology Association (CTA) survey expect
VR to grow in importance over the next two years.
Respondents from four key industries—technology,
media, telecom (TMT), architecture, manufacturing, and
automotive & aerospace—expect their VR initiatives to
see more investment in two years compared to today.
These sectors have a relatively higher adaptiveness to
VR technologies based on the extent of suitable use
cases and available spending power on tech solutions.1
Business leaders express high levels of optimism
regarding future adoption of XR: About two-thirds
expect to roll out XR technology more broadly within their organizations over the next year.1
That growth in adoption for “serious” professional
applications of VR may happen under the radar, from
the perspective of outside observers. The technology
is flashy and fun, but promoters need to call attention
to its more utilitarian attributes. “Most users that VR
developers are targeting are in the gaming space,
with the exception of HP, which has a really deep position in the enterprise world,” Shat Sosanya says. “To
build beyond the academic level, we need to provide
easy access and get people to use the software in a
more casual way, and make sure the user experience
is broadly accessible.”
	Z equips designers with VR solutions they need
to fuel their creative evolution. Check out more at
hp.com/product-designers.
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